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Feeling lost or overwhelmed? Is your life in need of the healing power of the Lord? Soothe your soul with these amazing and encouraging
sermons from one of God's devoted followers, Rev. Dr. Mankekolo Mahlangu-Ngcobo. Containing forty inspiring sermons, Restore Me
delivers a message of hope, love, and faith. From her humble beginnings in South Africa to her flight to America and a new, frightening life,
Mahlangu-Ngcobo draws upon her own struggles as well as current events to bring insight and wisdom to her writings. Covering all areas of
our spiritual, emotional, social, economic, and political lives, her sermons will bring restoration to your spirit. In clear, concise language,
Mahlangu-Ngcobo offers wisdom and insight to help you navigate your daily journey. She explores the doubts, fears, and perplexities we all
experience and shows you how to find new understanding and guidance. Each sermon contains the scriptures pertinent to the discussion,
allowing you to absorb the Word of the Lord and use it each and every day. Short enough to be read on your lunch hour or coffee break,
these sermons are, as one reader called it, "vitamin for the soul." Get your daily dose of grace and love with Restore Me today!
The official records of the proceedings of the Legislative Council of the Colony and Protectorate of Kenya, the House of Representatives of
the Government of Kenya and the National Assembly of the Republic of Kenya.
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Leading in Tough Times: Responsibility, Trust and Motivation is full of advice and tips for any manager, supervisor or team leader who must
keep employees productive and engaged during difficult times. Whether it's a layoff, economic downturn, bankruptcy or other period of
change, this book provides specific actions for leading in ways that show people you are really "there" with them. The authorsnationally
recognized experts on the subjectfocus on three key areas: Leading with responsibility, keeping trust and providing motivation in the midst of
change. Section one presents.
"Containing the public messages, speeches, and statements of the President", 1956-1992.
This book isn't about playing a game to get what you want. It's about you looking at yourself and finding ways to learn how to grow as an
individual. I cannot tell you every single step you should take to get you to where you are trying to go in life. But what I can do is make sure
you have enough confidence to trust your own judgments, regardless of past mistakes. I want you to understand that it's okay to be exactly
where you are right now, whether you are single or in a relationship. Appreciate where your journey is taking you, but be able to identify areas
that need to change. I want you to read this book and have a better understanding of the present. I want you to know that trying to get it right
is a constant process. We never arrive at a place of knowing it all. For as long as we are alive, we are challenged to grow, learn, evolve, and
mature. Love is a decision, not a destination. It's not something you stumble upon. You must choose to walk in it, give to it, and become it.
Each of us travels a different path to find the love we are searching for. Some find what they are looking for instantly, while others must jump
over a few hurdles before realizing they have finally found something special. In essence, we are all just working towards what we believe we
deserve- our fair chance at love and happiness.
Hailed in a starred Publishers Weekly review as a work of "impressive even-handedness and analytic acuity . . . that gracefully handles a
broad range of subject matter," From the Folks Who Brought You the Weekend is the first comprehensive look at American history through
the prism of working people. From indentured servants and slaves in the seventeenth-century Chesapeake to high-tech workers in
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contemporary Silicon Valley, the book "[puts] a human face on the people, places, events, and social conditions that have shaped the
evolution of organized labor" (Library Journal). From the Folks Who Brought You the Weekend also "thoroughly includes the contributions of
women, Native Americans, African Americans, immigrants, and minorities, and considers events often ignored in other histories," writes
Booklist, which adds that "thirty pages of stirring drawings by ‘comic journalist’ Joe Sacco add an unusual dimension to the book."
Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States
Losing a hope-filled dating relationship is a stressful and painful event. And when it seems to occur again, again, and again, is ice cream the
only refuge for a Christian single? As one who has walked this road before, author Jackie M. Johnson says an emphatic, "no!" While most
books for singles tell readers how to get the next guy, When Love Ends and the Ice Cream Carton is Empty encourages a healthy healing
process. Practical and biblically based, each chapter guides the reader through a metaphorical day of restoration. Twilight recognizes and
deals with endings, night grieves the loss and heals emotional pain, dawn awakens hope, and day is the new beginning based on the solid
assurance of Christ. When Love Ends will help heal your heart--and help change your life. Chapters conclude with discussions questions for
individual or group study, helpful Bible verses, and a prayer.
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